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1. Introduction
Today, there is growing demand for a strengthened Japan-India partnership for the sake of peace
and stability in the Asia Pacific as well as the international environment as a whole. The shift of
the global center of gravity to Asia and the need to cope with the increasing security and nonsecurity challenges have created opportunities for Tokyo and New Delhi to cooperate more
closely. In November 2016, Prime Ministers Shinzo Abe and Narendra Modi pledged to seek
deeper bilateral cooperation and synergy between Japan’s “Free and Open Indo-Pacific Strategy”
and India’s “Act East” policy. 2 This reflects their mutual determination to strengthen the
“Special Strategic and Global Partnership” in a “new era in Japan-India relations.”3 With regular
summit meetings and vice minister/secretary-level “2 plus 2” dialogues, the two countries are
acting to solidify their relationship in a variety of areas, including economics, energy, climate
change, global governance, and security. Meanwhile, uncertainty about the Trump
administration’s priorities has raised concerns among U.S. allies and partners, including Japan
and India, and forced many to reassess their relationship with the United States and each other.
Focusing primarily on security issues, this paper seeks to clarify the ways in which Japan
and India can strengthen their partnership. It first examines the historical ties between Japan and
India, showing that their relationship is still at an early stage of development. Second, from a
Japanese perspective, it considers the opportunities and challenges for deeper security
cooperation between New Delhi and Tokyo. Special attention is paid to how India and Japan
work together not only on bilateral issues but also regional and global issues. Finally, the paper
provides some policy recommendations for a sound and steady Japan-India partnership. This
includes the possibility of a multilateral security framework with the United States and Australia.

2. Japan-India Relationship Still at an Early Stage
With its policy of making a “proactive contribution to peace,” Japan is determined to strive
harder for peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific region and in the wider international
community. The central pillar of Japan’s security strategy remains its alliance with the United
States. However, Tokyo has also begun strengthening its partnerships with countries such as
India with whom it shares common values and strategic interests. India, like Japan, seeks to play
greater economic and security roles as an Asian power based on its “Act East” policy. Prime
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Minister Abe has noted that the Japan-India relationship is now “blessed with the largest
potential for development of any bilateral relationship anywhere in the world.”4
Over the centuries the relationship between the two countries has been helped by
commonalities in traditional culture. Buddhism, for example, has had a great impact on Japanese
heritage since the 6th century and has contributed to Japanese people’s sense of closeness to
India.5 Established in 1903 in Tokyo, the Japan-India Association has also facilitated exchange
between the two countries. Indians’ affinity for Japan has an even wider base of support.
According to a former Japanese ambassador, India’s pro-Japan inclination is based on the
following elements: a spiritual bond through Buddhism; Japan as a model for Indian nationbuilding (i.e., its rapid development after the Meiji Restoration and remarkable reconstruction
after the Second World War); Indian’s high regard for the qualities of Japanese people, products,
and services; and the indirect Japanese contribution to India’s independence, with respect to its
1905 victory in the Russo-Japanese War and support for the establishment of the Indian National
Army.
Japan-India cooperation has received increased attention in recent years. Yet the push for
a strong strategic relationship really came about only after the start of the 21th century. Japan has
pursued the path of a peace-loving nation aligned with the U.S.-led Western bloc since the end of
World War II. It has always sought robust cooperative relations with other countries, including
India. The Japan-India diplomatic relationship kicked off in 1952 and from the very beginning
India played a substantial role in Japan’s return to the international community. For example,
India facilitated Japan’s participation in both the 1951 Asian Games and the 1955 Bandung
Conference.
These initial interactions, however, remained limited to the economic realm. Japan’s first
official development assistance (ODA) package was provided to India in 1958 and since then
ODA loans have been the predominant form (99 percent) of Japanese assistance to India.6 This
failure to develop a strong non-economic bilateral relationship was a result of the unique
international environment of the Cold War. Japan deepened its relationship with the United
States while non-aligned India moved closer to the Soviet Union to counter the United States’
increasing involvement in Asia. Progress in the Japan-India relationship was also stymied by
events like Japan’s neutrality in the 1962 Sino-Indian and 1965 Indo-Pakistani wars, as well as
Japan’s strong opposition to India’s nuclear tests in 1974 and 1998. The relationship began to
improve around the turn of the century. Prime Ministers Yoshiro Mori and Atal Bihari Vajpayee
established a bilateral “Global Partnership” during Mori’s visit to India in 2000. This was the
first visit by a Japanese prime minister to India in 10 years. The primary focus of the summit was
strengthening bilateral relations especially in the fields of economics and information
technology, while also addressing the nuclear issue – India’s second nuclear test had led to the
suspension of Japanese ODA in 1998. The relationship gained momentum when Prime Ministers
Junichiro Koizumi and Manmohan Singh emphasized the “Strategic Orientation of Japan-India
Global Partnership” in April 2005. Since then, summit meetings have been held annually in the
two countries’ respective capitals. The relationship strengthened further when Shinzo Abe first
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assumed leadership in Japan in September 2006.7 This was made clear with a joint Japan-India
statement toward their “Strategic and Global Partnership” in December, as well as Abe’s
“Confluence of the Two Seas” speech to the Indian Parliament in August 2007. The relationship
gained bipartisan support in Japan when the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) came to power and
signed the Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation in 2008 and the Action Plan in 2009.
These developments formed the basis for stronger security ties between the two
countries. Upon returning to power in December 2012, Prime Minister Abe reaffirmed India as
an important security partner for Japan as well as for stability in the Asia Pacific and the
international community. Japan’s 2013 National Security Strategy (NSS) lists India as Japan’s
fifth most important partner behind only the United States, the Republic of Korea, Australia, and
the members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).8 Today, the government
of Japan views India as “becoming increasingly influential, due to what is projected to become
the world’s largest population, and to high economic growth and potential.” It considers India to
be “geopolitically important for Japan as India is positioned in the center of sea lines of
communication [in the Indian Ocean].”9
It was Prime Ministers Shinzo Abe and Narendra Modi that truly accelerated the
momentum in the relationship between the two countries. The overall partnership has been built
on stronger economic ties, (e.g., Japan’s investment in the Indian domestic market); the rise of
various security challenges; and common values that include democracy, tolerance, pluralism,
and an open society.10 During Modi’s first visit to Japan in August-September 2014, Tokyo and
Delhi upgraded their relationship to a “Special Strategic and Global Partnership.” In December
2015, Abe and Modi commemorated “the dawn of a new era in Japan-India relations” and
resolved to move toward “deep and broad-based cooperation and concrete actions in defense,
security, economic, and cultural fields.”11 The two leaders have also signed two important
defense agreements – the Agreement concerning the Transfer of the Defense Equipment and
Technology and the Agreement concerning Security Measures for the Protection of Classified
Military Information – that will provide a firm foundation for greater strategic ties. In November
2016, the two leaders undertook a comprehensive review of the Special Strategic and Global
Partnership as outlined in the “India and Japan Vision 2025” (set forth in December 2015) and
pledged to find more synergy between India’s “Act East” policy and Japan’s “Free and Open
Indo-Pacific Strategy.” Tokyo and New Delhi also signed the Agreement for Cooperation in the
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, marking, in Modi’s words, an “historic step in our engagement
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to build a clean energy partnership” as well as to help “combat the challenge of climate
change.”12
Stronger practical cooperation has led to increasing popular support for the bilateral
relationship in India. In particular, Japan’s reputation among Indian opinion leaders and the
general public has improved markedly, as illustrated by opinion polls.13 In 2016, 95 percent of
Indian respondents perceived the current state of the relationship between Japan and India as
being “very friendly” or “somewhat friendly” and 46 percent ranked Japan as the most reliable
country among the G20, higher than Russia (23 percent) and the United States (14 percent). This
is a clear change in perception among the Indian population, which ranked Japan as the third
most important partner behind the United States and Russia in 2013 and 2009.14
While the Japan-India relationship has strengthened since the beginning of the 21st
century, it remains unclear whether and how it might evolve to be of true strategic importance,
especially amid uncertainty over President Donald Trump’s foreign policy priorities.

3. Key Opportunities for Cooperation
In line with the “Special Strategic and Global Partnership,” Japan and India have begun to share
many areas for cooperation. The rise of India has enabled the two countries to cooperate
extensively in the realm of economic development. Meanwhile, the changing international
environment has opened up opportunities for Tokyo and New Delhi to cooperate in security as
well. Japan and India can harness these opportunities for cooperation in three different
dimensions: their own national defense (narrowly defined); peace and security in the wider AsiaPacific region; and the stability of the international environment as a whole.

3.1 Cooperation in Defense of Japan and India
Japan and India are both concerned about North Korea’s recent nuclear and missile development.
For Tokyo, North Korea poses “a serious and imminent threat to Japan’s security” as noted in the
2013 National Defense Program Guidelines (NDPG).15 Today, Japan is already within reach of
North Korean short- and medium-range missiles, and in the near future it is highly likely that
Pyongyang will “deploy ballistic missiles mounted with a nuclear warhead that have ranges
covering Japan.”16 Although Pyongyang says that it will not use nuclear weapons unless its
sovereignty is threatened, in 2013 it listed specific Japanese cities where U.S. forces are
stationed as potential targets, including Yokosuka, Misawa, and Okinawa.17 Japan’s concerns
increased further when Pyongyang conducted its fourth and fifth nuclear tests in 2016.
Meanwhile, the North Korea nuclear issue has also been a serious concern for India. India’s
12
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worries stem from suspicions over Pyongyang’s close collaboration with Pakistan on nuclear and
missile technologies. India has repeatedly condemned Pyongyang’s program. When North Korea
carried out the fifth test, New Delhi expressed deep concern over the adverse impact of further
proliferation on India’s national security.18
Tokyo and New Delhi’s threat perceptions vis-à-vis Pyongyang are not identical: the
former is worried about the danger of being directly targeted as well as about the abduction of its
citizens; the latter is primarily concerned with North Korean assistance to Pakistan’s military.
Despite these differences, North Korea continues to pose a grave threat to both Japan and India
because it is highly unlikely that Kim Jong-un will give up his country’s nuclear and missile
development programs voluntarily. Furthermore, Kim Jong-un’s intentions are not necessarily
clear and some have pointed out that the young leader might not know where other countries’ red
lines are.19 Japan and India therefore need to cooperate with the international community and
take a firm stance against North Korea.
Additionally, China’s assertiveness along its land border with India and its maritime
boundary with Japan has driven the two countries to pursue deeper cooperation. A concern for
Tokyo has been the intrusion of Chinese government vessels into the territorial waters of the
Senkaku Islands since December 2008. 20 In addition, Chinese military aircraft have been
observed more frequently in the East China Sea, forcing the number of Japan Air Self-Defense
Force (JASDF) scrambles to increase drastically. Moreover, in 2013 China announced the
establishment of its East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone, which Japan sees as unduly
infringing on its sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands and presenting a potential risk for freedom
of overflight in the region. Furthermore, over the past 15 years Beijing has strengthened its naval
modernization program, placing high priority on its submarines. This is changing the military
power balance in the region. Today, the number of Chinese submarines surpasses that of the U.S.
fleet, and it is estimated to increase to between 69 and 78 submarines by 2020.21
There have been some efforts to improve bilateral relations between Tokyo and Beijing.
The two countries affirmed a mutual desire for the early implementation of their Maritime and
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Air Communication Mechanism at their Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in July 2016.22 Meanwhile,
it seems that China is now more focused on the South China Sea than the East China Sea.
However, China’s maritime activities are still a matter of concern for Japan. For India, tensions
remain with China along their shared border over Arunachal Pradesh and the Aksai Chin
region.23 While an Agreement on the Maintenance of Peace and Tranquility along the Line of
Actual Control in the India-China Border Areas and a Border Defense Cooperation Agreement
were signed in September 1993 and October 2013, respectively, New Delhi and Beijing have still
criticized each other for frequent border incursions and military buildups near the disputed
territories. Furthermore, China’s attempts to woo Sri Lanka have raised strategic concerns for
India.
Japan’s territorial dispute with China does not directly affect India’s own security and
New Delhi’s dispute with Beijing does not directly affect Japan’s own security. Both countries,
therefore, need to be sensitive and not openly take sides as a third party, as it could provoke
accusations of encirclement from China. What Tokyo and New Delhi can do is to declare
publicly the importance of abiding by international norms and not attempting to change the status
quo by force. According to one observer, the number of Chinese intrusions in the India-China
border areas decreased dramatically after the resumption of U.S. freedom of navigation
operations in the South China Sea, suggesting a correlation between the two issues.24 If this is
indeed the case, China may be restricting its military movements along the Sino-Indian border in
order to concentrate on the South China Sea without creating confrontations elsewhere.
Likewise, China’s actions in the East China Sea may alter its policies in the South China Sea.
Finally, Japan and India can cooperate on the transfer of defense technologies. Tokyo’s
2014 decision to relax its arms export controls has enabled it to develop arms with allies and
partners, including India. Indian defense equipment is old and India remains heavily dependent
on Russian technology, which accounts for 70 percent of Indian defense imports. Cooperation in
this area will not only stimulate the defense industry in both countries, but also boost the “Make
in India” initiative, provide better balance in India’s arms imports, and improve interoperability
between Japanese and Indian forces. It will also have a geostrategic significance. Conclusion of
the US-2 amphibious aircraft deal, for example, would enable India to conduct both surveillance
patrols and search and rescue operations due to the aircraft’s short takeoff capability and long
flight range.25 Furthermore, the deal would also build a foundation for the potential transfer of
other defense equipment such as submarines and minesweepers.26 Japan is well-known for its
advanced technologies and extensive knowhow in these areas.
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3.2 Contribution to a Stable Asia-Pacific Region
The protection of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) – including against piracy – has become
a vital issue in the Indo-Pacific region. Japan, India, and China depend on maritime routes for
much of their consumption of natural resources, including oil from the Middle East. During the
first trilateral foreign ministerial-level talk between Tokyo, New Delhi, and Washington in
September 2015, the ministers collectively expressed the importance of close cooperation in
maritime security in the Asia-Pacific region.27 Meanwhile, China continues to take assertive
actions in the South China Sea and expand its naval reach in the Indian Ocean, partly in
conjunction with its new “One Belt, One Road” initiative. This has raised concerns among some
Asia-Pacific countries such as Japan and India. China’s actions are closely linked with its energy
strategy, which aims in part to alleviate its heavy dependence on SLOCs running through the
South China Sea and the Strait of Malacca.28 While Beijing seeks to increase its overland oil
supply from Russia and Kazakhstan, its annual volume of imported oil and liquefied natural gas
from the Middle East and Africa continues to increase, making these SLOCs strategically vital.
In the South China Sea, China has intensified its activities in waters around the disputed
Spratly Islands, Paracel Islands, and Scarborough Shoal. From time to time, there have been
direct confrontations between China and other claimant countries as well as the United States.29
China also continues to build and strengthen the artificial islands in the region.30 Satellite
imagery has revealed that point defenses such as anti-aircraft guns and close-in weapons systems
have already been placed on all seven of China’s outposts in the Spratlys.31 Other claimants
continue to improve defenses at their own outposts, contributing to a cycle of increasing
militarization in the region.32
Considering these challenges to regional stability, Japan has taken a deeper interest in the
South China Sea. Tokyo supports Washington’s efforts to protect rules and norms like freedom
of navigation and overflight and has called for the July 12 ruling by a specially constituted
arbitral tribunal to be respected. On the other hand, India has taken a different stance on the
issue. Because it views the South China Sea as a secondary interest, New Delhi did not join
Tokyo and Washington in calling on Beijing to respect the tribunal’s judgment.33 Meanwhile,
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India’s navy and air force have engaged in military exercises and training with coastal nations in
the region, demonstrating how it has increased its power projection capabilities beyond the
Indian Ocean.
Likewise, China has been steadily increasing its naval operations in more distant seas,
including the Indian Ocean. Chinese navy vessels have navigated through the Sunda Strait to the
eastern Indian Ocean and have sailed to the Gulf of Aden to participate in international antipiracy operations. Furthermore, China’s submarines have been spotted operating in the region,
making port calls for the first time in Sri Lanka and Pakistan.34 The cornerstone of China’s
regional posture is Pakistan’s deepwater port at Gwadar.35 Against this backdrop, India and the
United States have expressed concern about China’s increasing presence. In December 2014,
Indian Navy chief Robin Dhowan expressed concern about Chinese deployments. In January
2017, Admiral Harry Harris, commander of U.S. Pacific Command, warned India about China’s
growing influence in the Indian Ocean region and added that he was also concerned about
China’s relationship with Pakistan and Bangladesh.36 In addition to Gwadar, China has recently
secured another overseas base through the construction of Doraleh port in Djibouti, which will
assist Beijing in far seas operations.37
Meanwhile, development of India’s Andaman and Nicobar Islands in the eastern Indian
Ocean has become an area of cooperation with Japan. In February 2016, Tokyo and New Delhi
initiated talks over a plan to upgrade India’s civilian infrastructure on the island chain.38 While
the grant aid is modest in size, the islands have strategic significance due to their location in the
Bay of Bengal, which is northwest of the maritime chokepoint at the Strait of Malacca.39 India
has acknowledged their strategic importance since the turn of the century when it established the
Andaman and Nicobar Command (ANC), its first integrated theater command with headquarters
at Port Blair. More recently in December 2015, Navy chief Admiral R. K. Dhowan has said that
the islands have become a “very, very important aspect” of India’s security.40 In January 2016,
two naval submarine hunter-killer P-8I aircraft completed their first ever two-week deployment
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to the archipelago. Searcher-II UAVs have also been temporarily deployed to the islands.41 With
Japanese economic assistance and, hopefully, the conclusion of the US-2 deal, the archipelago
could become a significant platform for aerial maritime surveillance. The Indian Navy has
tentative plans to station a number of US-2s on the archipelago.42
Continued assertiveness by China will ultimately push Japan and India to cooperate more
closely in maritime security. During the past few years, their heads of state and defense ministers
have held regular high-level talks. Progress on cooperation between their navies and coast guards
has also been considerable. As one Indian commodore has noted, Japan and India are seeking to
engage each other as mutual “offshore balancers” against common strategic challenges. Bilateral
naval exercises like JIMEX have taken place since 2012. Although a sufficient strategic rationale
exists for the Japan-India relationship to develop on its own, cooperation between their two
navies has progressed primarily due to India’s own closer strategic engagement with the United
States.43 Japan’s status in Exercise Malabar – which has been held between India and the United
States since 1992 – was upgraded to that of a permanent participant in 2015. Additionally, Japan
has recently expanded the number of its defense attachés posted in India, from one Ground SelfDefense Force (JGSDF) officer to one from each service (three total). These developments have
solidified a foundation for further military exchanges.
The second area in which Japan and India can cooperate for a stable Asia-Pacific region
is capacity building assistance. Partner capacity requirements have increased in areas like
maritime security as well as United Nations (UN) mandated peacekeeping operations (PKO) and
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR) missions. Japan’s Ministry of Defense has
recently increased its capacity building assistance, including through the establishment of a
Capacity Building Assistance Office (CBAO) in 2011. It also released of a “Vientiane Vision” in
late 2016, which highlights capacity building as one of the three main pillars for future JapanASEAN defense cooperation. The Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) have already held human
resource development programs, training, and seminars with many Asia-Pacific countries.44 In
addition, Tokyo is strengthening its partner assistance by leasing some JSDF defense
equipment.45 In May 2016, Japan agreed to lease the Philippines up to five TC-90 aircraft, which
have twice the flight range of current Philippine Navy aircraft. This was the first time JSDF
aircraft were slated to be leased to another country.46 The agreement is expected to bolster
Philippine maritime patrol capabilities as well as HA/DR activities. Meanwhile, India has also
41
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been active in capacity building assistance through its “Act East” policy. The Indian Navy, for
example, has engaged the region in training, technical support and maintenance, provision of
platforms and equipment, and hydrographic surveys. In particular, cooperation on hydrographic
surveys has been a key feature of the Indian Navy’s regional engagement initiatives.47

3.3 Securing a Peaceful International Environment
Japan and India also share an interest in securing a peaceful international environment. First, it is
imperative that Japan and India engage in counter-terrorism and counter-piracy efforts. The rise
of the self-declared Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) poses serious challenges not only to the
Middle East, but also to the entire international community. In addition to ISIS’s level of
violence and cruelty, it has also become a political, economic, and social issue, attracting many
young fighters from the various parts of the world. Furthermore, ISIS has vowed to expand its
activities to India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan, citing prophecies of global war.48 As a
result, India is beginning to become more involved.
Meanwhile, the Indian Ocean region, which houses one third of the world’s population
and forms “the intersection of two main reservoirs of Islamic extremism, the Middle East and
Southeast Asia,” has become a greater concern.49 The region has also been ground zero for the
war on terror.50 This requires that Japan and India, together with the international community,
work continuously to help clear what some call “a lake of Jihadi terrorism.”51 In line with
international efforts to eradicate terrorism, the JMSDF engaged in refueling operations and
assisted the United States and others in the Indian Ocean during Operation Enduring Freedom.52
In 2009, Japan dispatched two destroyers along with P-3C patrol aircraft to counter piracy and
protect Japanese vessels in the waters off the coast of Somalia and in the Gulf of Aden. Since
2013, Japan has participated in Combined Task Force 151 (CTF 151) and even commanded it in
2015 – the first time a JSDF officer has ever taken command of a multinational force. India, on
the other hand, has ample experience fighting terrorism and insurgencies, from which Japan can
learn. Thus far, New Delhi has conducted at least 28 such military operations.53
International peace activities, including UN PKO and HA/DR, are another area for
cooperation between the two countries. The United Nations has been expanding its missions to
include multiple duties such as the Protection of Civilians (POC); the promotion of political
processes; and assistance in Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration (DDR), in addition
to traditional ceasefire monitoring. The expansion of PKO missions increases opportunities for
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cooperation. Meanwhile, the United Nations’ focus on PKO could change under its new
secretary-general, António Guterres, who is making conflict prevention rather than peacekeeping
a central theme of his time in office. At the same time, a draft leaked by the Trump
administration suggests that it intends to reduce the U.S. financial contribution to the UN budget
by 40 percent. If implemented, these measures are likely to have enormous effects on UN PKO.
Despite these looming changes, Japan and India are determined to keep up their own
contributions. In the case of Japan, its contribution to UN peacekeeping began in Cambodia in
1992. Since then Tokyo has been involved in multiple missions, including its deployment to
South Sudan.54 In addition, Japan has dispatched JSDF personnel to leadership positions in
mission headquarters and the Department of Peacekeeping Operations at the UN Headquarters.55
In 2015, Japan also sent two JSDF officers to India’s Center for UN Peacekeeping (CUNPK) to
strengthen its ties with New Delhi. Meanwhile, India has played a leading role in UN PKO.56
India has dispatched over 180,000 troops – the largest number from any country – in 49
missions, making major sacrifices including losing 167 of its peacekeepers. In 2016, India was
the second largest troop contributor with 7,700 deployed personnel in 13 out of 16 active UN
PKO missions. Furthermore, India has thus far provided 15 force commanders to various UN
missions.
Japan’s new security legislation enables it to exercise the right of collective self-defense
and allows the JSDF to assist other countries under certain conditions. Under the legislation, the
scope of the use of weapons has expanded to include the protection of UN officials and NGOs
(called kaketsuke-keigo) and the conditional use of weapons while fulfilling UN PKO missions,
such as protecting UN bases with other PKO troops. The legislation enables the JSDF to interact
more with other foreign troops during missions, including peacekeeping activities. Therefore, it
would be highly beneficial for both Japan and India to continue their participation in exercises
such as the multinational peacekeeping exercise Khaan Quest held annually in Mongolia. It is
also worth noting that China participated in the exercise for the first time in 2015. In addition to
seeking greater cooperation in PKO, it is important that Japan and India continue to cooperate on
the issue of UN reform, most notably the reform of the Security Council (UNSC), so that the two
countries can contribute more actively to international security.
HA/DR is another field for deepening cooperation between Japan and India. The two
countries have played significant roles in this area. Roughly 70 percent of all natural disasters
occur in the Asia Pacific, costing the region $68 billion annually over the past ten years.57
Japan’s involvement in HA/DR gained momentum with the introduction of the “Law Concerning
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the Dispatch of Japan Disaster Relief Team[s]” in 1987.58 The Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) has played a primary role in HA/DR worldwide.59 This includes its response to
the spread of Ebola in 2014.60 Meanwhile, the JSDF has actively engaged in HA/DR missions
since 1998.61 Likewise, India has also been increasingly involved in HA/DR missions. Not only
has New Delhi provided aid in post-conflict situations from Sri Lanka to Afghanistan, but it has
also engaged in disaster relief operations after the 2004 Sumatra Earthquake, 2013 Typhoon
Haiyan in the Philippines, and 2015 Nepal Earthquake. In the meantime, India has been
strengthening its HA/DR capabilities. In 2007, India acquired a Landing Platform Dock from the
United States, which has six helicopters and landing craft that enable New Delhi to deploy relief
supplies and manpower faster on debris littered shores.62 In November 2013, India used C-130
aircraft to send relief supplies to the Philippines. The conclusion of the US-2 deal with Japan
would further improve India’s disaster management capacity and create new opportunities for
Japan-India cooperation.
Regional organizations such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), for which Japan and
India are ASEAN Dialogue Partners, also serve as venues for Tokyo and New Delhi to
cooperate. The ARF has made considerable progress in disaster relief, especially in the
capabilities of ASEAN’s Coordination Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on Disaster
Management. Achieving “One ASEAN, One Response” by 2020 figures prominently in
Southeast Asia’s vision for HA/DR.63
The increasing strategic importance of the Arctic Ocean is also pushing both Arctic and
non-Arctic states to cooperate more closely in their approach to the region. On the one hand,
rapid environmental change is providing greater opportunities for natural resource development
and opening new sea routes. On the other hand, climate change has damaged the regional
ecosystem and created a global rise in sea levels and an increase in extreme weather events.
There are also unresolved issues over the demarcation of maritime boundaries based on the 1982
UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and the extension of states’ continental
shelves. This has resulted in new territorial claims by some Arctic Ocean states like Russia.64
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Today, Russia is believed to have deployed new military capabilities for securing its regional
interests.65 Meanwhile, non-Arctic Ocean states have also signaled their own interest in the
development of the region.66 Japan and India became permanent observers to the Arctic Council
in 2013. Additionally, Tokyo recently released its new Arctic policy, which now addresses the
Arctic more broadly and includes national security interests.67 India likewise acknowledges that
sea melt in the Arctic has scientific, economic, and geopolitical dimensions as observed by
Science and Technology Minister Harsh Vardhan in 2015.68 Effective governance is key to
sustainable development in the Arctic.

4. Challenges for Cooperation
Although India and Japan enjoy many opportunities for deepening security cooperation, some
challenges also exist. First, they differ in their attitude toward nuclear weapons. Nuclear issues
remain very sensitive for Japan, as it is the only country to have experienced the devastation of a
nuclear attack. Today, Japan firmly upholds its Three Non-Nuclear Principles of not possessing,
not producing, and not permitting the introduction of nuclear weapons in line with its Peace
Constitution.69 Japan’s basic position is to bring about “a world free of nuclear weapons” and
support the international community in strengthening the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) regimes.
India has not signed the NPT or CTBT. From the Japanese point of view, India continues
to take a unique stance on nuclear issues. New Delhi drew vehement protests from Tokyo when
it tested nuclear devices in 1974 and 1998. The second test escalated tensions in South Asia;
Pakistan followed suit within a month and tested its own weapons. The 1999 border conflict in
Kargil was exacerbated by the fact that Pakistan did not have a no-first-use (NFU) policy,
leading to fears of possible nuclear escalation. Needless to say, the Indo-Pakistan relationship
needs to improve, and India should take actions to ameliorate their rivalry. Encouragingly, India
has expressed support for initiatives that could lead to a complete elimination of nuclear
weapons. India has also introduced a defensive nuclear posture including building only a
“credible minimum nuclear deterrent” and adopting its own NFU policy.70 In line with this
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posture, India does not maintain a constituted nuclear force on a heightened state of alert.71
India’s entry into the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) in 2016 was a positive sign
about controlling missile technology, but there is more to be done.
The second challenge is the two countries’ respective relationships with China. That is,
the stronger that Japan-India cooperation becomes, the more China may feel that it is being
contained. Despite concerns over China’s assertiveness in the Asia-Pacific region, Beijing
remains a vital economic partner for both Tokyo and New Delhi. China is the third most
promising country for Japanese manufacturing investment for the next three years according to a
2014 survey, improving its rank from fourth in an earlier poll.72 As of January 2017, Tokyo and
Beijing, along with Seoul, have concluded eleven rounds of free trade agreement negotiations.73
Over the medium and long term, Japan seeks to “construct and enhance a Mutually Beneficial
Relationship Based on Common Strategic Interests with China in all areas, including politics,
economy, finance, security culture and personal exchanges.”74 Meanwhile, India understands that
its economic development depends on its cooperation with Japan, the United States, and also
China. In April 2005, New Delhi and Beijing established the India-China Strategic and
Cooperative Partnership for Peace and Prosperity based on their 2003 Declaration on Principles
for Relations and Comprehensive Cooperation. More recently, during the BRICS Summit in July
2014, India joined China and other members of the organization to begin developing the New
Development Bank.75 India-China bilateral trade reached $70.25 billion in 2014, an impressive
increase from just $2.92 billion in 2000. This made China India’s largest trading partner in
goods, replacing the United States.76 In light of this economic dependence, Tokyo and New
Delhi may at times refrain from taking too hardline a stance for fear of provoking Beijing.
The third challenge is the difference in interpretation over freedom of navigation (FON)
in EEZs. Both Japan and India acknowledge the importance of FON, but India’s position on
FON is at least as – if not more – restrictive than China’s, as recognized in a DOD report.77 In its
1995 declaration upon its treaty ratification, New Delhi claimed that UNCLOS does “not
authorize other States to carry out in the [EEZ] and on the continental shelf military exercises or
maneuvers… without the consent of the coastal State.” India even protested when the U.S.
conducted survey operations in India’s EEZ in 2001.78 The difference in interpretation, as well as
the United States’ own reluctance to date in joining the UNCLOS regime, is an obstacle for
closer multilateral and bilateral cooperative relationships over peaceful use of the maritime
domain, including the South China Sea and the Arctic Sea, and in convincing China to respect
rules and norms that other great powers also do not always follow.
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Fourth, ensuring peace and stability in Afghanistan continues to be a challenge for the
international community. While ISIS has yet to pose a major threat in the country, Kabul
continues – despite considerable international support – to face various challenges in the fields of
both security and reconstruction. This includes the need to enhance the rule of law, promote
regional development, strengthen the crackdown on narcotics trafficking, and prevent
corruption.79 Both Japan and India have actively engaged in reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan
since 2002. Tokyo has organized milestone meetings such as the first major international
conference in January 2002.80 By taking a comprehensive approach, Japan aims for its assistance
to support Afghanistan’s self-reliance and prevent the country from becoming a hotbed of
terrorism. Tokyo has not engaged militarily in Afghanistan but has played significant roles in
security-sector reform programs, notably in DDR and the disbandment of illegal armed groups.
As of April 2015, Japan is the second largest donor to Afghanistan after the United States. It has
provided a total of approximately $6 billion in assistance since 2001.81
Due to their proximity and history, Afghanistan is a more sensitive issue for India.
Afghanistan has been at the core of New Delhi’s Central Asia strategy because the country
serves as an important energy access route.82 Afghanistan is also critical to the national interest
of Pakistan, which desires strategic depth and to limit India’s influence in South Asia.
Furthermore, Afghanistan is the geographic hub of the “New Silk Road” – China’s economic
initiative to link East and Central Asia.83 Iran and Russia also have a stake in the region.84
India’s assistance in Afghanistan has mainly been reconstruction-oriented. India is one of
the largest contributors, having offered over $2 billion in aid.85 It was one of the lead organizers
for the Delhi Investment Summit on Afghanistan in June 2012.86 While India’s security-related
engagement in Afghanistan was initially limited to capacity building for the Afghan National
Defense and Security Forces, the withdrawal of the International Security Assistance Force has
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led New Delhi to become more involved.87 Despite India’s limited initial engagements, increased
Indian influence in Afghanistan has posed a danger of encirclement to Pakistan and as a result
has provoked, one observer argues, Islamabad’s “increasing support for the use of jihadi proxies
to weaken Kabul, or to conduct further terrorist attacks against India.”88 Meanwhile, Afghan
president Ashraf Ghani’s initial multi-directional foreign policy (which aimed to improve ties
with Pakistan, China, and the Taliban) concerned India as it implied a greater Pakistani presence.
On the other hand, Taliban attacks in Kabul in August 2015 and April 2016 damaged relations
between Kabul and Islamabad. Japan and India will need to pay considerable attention to this
situation so that cooperation on Afghan reconstruction will not jeopardize the India-Pakistan
relationship.
In addition to the above challenges, there is uncertainty about the future of the JapanIndia relationship after Prime Ministers Abe and Modi step down from office, since it was under
their strong leadership that the relationship gained so much momentum. As long as China keeps
up its assertiveness, Japan and India are likely to continue deepening their strategic relationship.
It must be noted, however, that while there is strong support for greater economic ties in
Japanese and Indian business circles, the impetus for a stronger security relationship has not been
quite as strong. This is particularly evident when one compares the Japanese public’s desire for
close relations with the United States, the Republic of Korea, and Australia.
No doubt, India is on the rise and has a lot of potential. Its population is expected to
surpass that of China by 2025.89 According to one analyst, India’s middle-class population is
expected to grow from about 5 percent of the population to more than 40 percent in the same
time period.90 New Delhi has become a significant geopolitical actor and “is positioned in the
center of sea lines of communication [in the Indian Ocean].”91 While interactions in Track 1 and
Track 2 dialogues have recently increased, there should be more interest and support for India’s
role in the security realm within the Japanese community.

5. Policy Recommendations
With these opportunities and challenges in mind, Japan needs to reaffirm the fundamentals of its
relationships with the United States and India and implement policies to maximize the
effectiveness of the Japan-India partnership.
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5.1 Ensure the United States Maintains its Presence in the Asia Pacific and that a Deeper
Japan-India Partnership Complements the Japan-U.S. Alliance
It remains unclear how President Trump’s “America First” principle will impact political and
economic dynamics in the Asia-Pacific region and the international community more broadly.
Uncertainty about his foreign policy priorities has heightened concern among U.S. allies and
partners. This may weaken U.S. soft power by forcing these countries to doubt the reliability of
their relationship with the United States. Such an outcome needs to be avoided at all cost; the
resulting power vacuum would lead to an extremely unstable situation given the region’s
pressing security challenges.
Unlike India, Japan does not have the political and military flexibility to maneuver
outside the framework of the Japan-U.S. alliance. As a result, Tokyo needs to make sure the
alliance continues to function as the “cornerstone of peace and security in the Pacific region,”
which even Trump has noted. The development of the Japan-India relationship complements
efforts to consolidate the alliance. For Japan, no other security mechanism can replace the
alliance. Furthermore, Japan should reaffirm that Articles 5 and 6 of the Japan-U.S. Security
Treaty work in tandem, not separately, and that Japan is determined to take on some of the
burden that the United States has traditionally shouldered in East Asia as well as in other parts of
the Asia Pacific. While it will be difficult for Japan to further increase the total amount of host
nation support (which presently covers over 70 percent of the U.S. presence in Japan), Tokyo
may need to engage more actively in maritime security in the Indian Ocean. This will require
Japan to strengthen the power projection capabilities of the JMSDF and JASDF as well as to
deepen Japan’s military ties with the United States and India. Specifically, Japanese forces
would need to be able to utilize logistical centers like Diego Garcia and possibly some of India’s
ports and airfields as well. Meanwhile, it is important that the United States maintain its own
solid bilateral relationship with India.

5.2 Deepen the Japan-India Partnership Steadily, Not Expeditiously
Some argue that Japan and India need to grasp the opportunity of this unique Abe-Modi
“bromance” and speed up their efforts to deepen the bilateral relationship. In this respect,
institutionalizing the relationship is a must. Conclusion of agreements such as on the transfer of
defense equipment and technology, classified information, and peaceful uses of nuclear energy,
as well as upgrading Japan’s position in the Malabar naval exercise, have contributed greatly to
institutionalizing Japan-India relations. However, a more cautious pace is needed if the
momentum in the relationship is to be sustained. As noted, the Japan-India partnership is still at
an early stage. There are also many uncertainties regarding the United States, including its
diplomatic and economic relationship with China and Russia. China could perceive efforts to
quickly bolster Japan-India ties as the beginning of containment. Therefore, Tokyo should have
patience and strengthen its partnership with New Delhi steadily over time, rather than
expeditiously rushing toward an alliance-like partnership.
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For its part, the United States needs to understand that the Japan-India relationship rests,
in part, on the U.S. relationship with each country. President Trump’s pledge to maintain close
security and economic cooperation with Japan, which came during Prime Minister Abe’s visit to
the United States in early February 2017, was a promising sign for Tokyo.92 It was also a relief
when Secretary of Defense James Mattis stated that Article 5 of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty
applied to the Senkaku Islands. Mattis called Japan “a model of cost-sharing and burden-sharing”
and “an example for other nations to follow.”93 However, it remains unclear how Japan – the
United States’ most important ally in Asia – will be expected to contribute to Trump’s “America
First” policy. It is also unknown how Trump’s inward-looking trade policies and decision to
withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) will affect the regional and global economy
as well as security conditions.
Meanwhile, India has started engaging more closely with the United States with the 2016
conclusion of the Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) and on a possible
Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement for Geo-Spatial Intelligence (BECA), as well as a
Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA). President Trump has
praised India as a “true friend and partner in addressing challenges around the world” and
pledged that New Delhi and Washington will “stand shoulder-to-shoulder in the global fight
against terrorism.”94 However, India is concerned over Trump policies on the H-1B visa and
other issues that could have a profound effect on the Indian economy, which relies heavily on the
technology sector. It is uncertain how this problem could affect the overall relationship between
India and the United States. In order to maintain solid relationships with both Japan and India,
Washington therefore needs to eliminate the uncertainty over its foreign policy. Specifically, the
Trump administration should clarify how it expects both Japan and India to contribute to its
global security and economic agenda.

5.3 Engage India in Seeking “a World Free of Nuclear Weapons”
As noted, North Korea poses “a serious and imminent threat to Japan’s security” and remains the
top priority for Tokyo. Pyongyang recently launched four ballistic missiles toward the Sea of
Japan, with three of them falling into Japan’s EEZ. Prime Minister Abe severely criticized these
tests and warned that they have entered a “new stage of threat.” 95 Furthermore, nuclear
challenges have long-term implications not only to peace and stability for neighboring countries,
but also for the international community as a whole. Therefore, it is imperative that Japan and
India, no matter how difficult it might be, take a firm stance against proliferators like North
Korea and cooperate through existing global security mechanisms. In line with this effort, India
needs to become a full member of the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), which aims to stop
the trafficking of weapons of mass destruction. While difficulties exist in the PSI, it helps
strengthen the political commitment of like-minded states to cooperate in interdiction
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operations. 96 Japan needs, therefore, to encourage India to fully embrace the initiative. In
addition, Japan should continue its support for India’s entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG). India’s admission would enable the country to commit to the international nonproliferation framework. In 2008, India pledged to the NSG that it would maintain a voluntary
moratorium on nuclear weapons testing, but in 2016 its entry was blocked by countries that
included China. Furthermore, Japan needs to push India to become a signatory of the CTBT and
seek India’s greater engagement in the NPT regime. Back in 2001, a senior Indian foreign
ministry official said that India’s signing of the CTBT was a question of when and not a question
of if.97 It is high time for India to do so. India must abide by internationally-recognized principles
on the peaceful use of nuclear energy.

5.4 Take a Dual Approach toward China
Despite China’s assertiveness in the Asia Pacific, the country remains an important economic
partner for both Japan and India. Tokyo and New Delhi therefore need to take dual hard-and-soft
approach toward Beijing, differentiating economic cooperation from security-related issues. In
the realm of security, the two countries may need to examine some specific measures to
cooperate on a cost-imposing strategy that would deny and offset gains that China could derive
from unilateral changes to the status quo.98
Furthermore, it is critically important that Beijing does not perceive Tokyo and New
Delhi as trying to contain China. While it is imperative that Japan and India, together with other
Asia-Pacific nations, increase their cooperation to persuade China to abide by international rules
and norms, the two countries need to engage China in multiple security frameworks so that
Beijing will be able to play a responsible role. Seeking to contain China’s rise would leave
Beijing few options other than trying to challenge the regional status quo by force. Current
mechanisms, such as the ARF, ASEAN Defense Minister’s Meeting Plus (ADMM-Plus), and the
ASEAN Maritime Forum, should serve as a foundation. The ARF could be particularly useful for
continuously engaging China in areas like counterterrorism and transnational crime. The forum
is making solid efforts to improve collaboration between regional governments to address these
issues.99
As one observer has noted, one way for Tokyo to take a dual hard-and-soft approach
would be to cooperate with New Delhi on SLOC protection while also speaking out when India
makes excessive maritime claims, such as requiring prior consent for military exercises or
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maneuvers in its EEZ. 100 This could help alleviate China’s fears of containment by
demonstrating Tokyo’s genuine willingness to improve relations and to accept China’s rise if
Beijing exercises its power responsibly.
Japan and India may also need to work toward the establishment of a multilateral security
framework that includes Japan, the United States, India, and Australia with China’s possible
participation in mind. There have been efforts among Japan, the United States, India, and
Australia to work together for regional peace and stability within the abortive “Democratic
Security Diamond” framework, a concept in which the four countries would jointly safeguard the
maritime commons.101 The concept failed due to strong resistance from China. Therefore, the
four countries may need to limit the scope and areas of cooperation to activities like anti-piracy
operations in the Indian Ocean, and not include maritime security in highly contested areas such
as the East and South China Seas. Furthermore, the countries may need to invite China into the
framework to alleviate its concerns about containment. China’s involvement is important if India
and Japan are going to engage it in a “system of cooperative norms.”102 This concept is not
unrealistic, since China still participated in the biennial Rim of the Pacific exercise in 2014 and
2016 despite simultaneous tensions in the South China Sea.
5.5 Seek a Well-Balanced Security Contribution from India
Together with the Japan-U.S. alliance, the Japan-India partnership can provide public goods for
the benefit of regional and global peace and stability. To maximize the effectiveness and
efficiency of the Japan-India relationship, Japan should seek a well-balanced contribution from
India for regional and international security issues. Tokyo can do so by focusing on the following
factors.
First, Japan and India should clarify the division of roles. With regards to capacity
building assistance for maritime security and HA/DR, Japan can focus on providing defense
equipment to select navies and coast guards as well as improving information sharing networks.
India, on the other hand, could concentrate on providing skills related to hydrographic surveys,
in which India excels. Given a possible change of focus from peacekeeping to conflict
prevention by the new UN secretary-general, as well as President Trump’s determination to cut
U.S. contributions, PKO is another area where roles needs to be clarified between Japan and
India if bilateral cooperation is to succeed. Furthermore, as the case of Afghanistan illustrates, it
is imperative that Japan and India fully understand the sensitivities of regions in which they hope
to cooperate successfully.
Second, Japan and India should strengthen military interoperability. With increasing
opportunities for military cooperation, the two countries need to improve interoperability
between Japanese and Indian forces. Thus far, cooperation between their navies and coast guards
has progressed at a faster pace than the other services. Their ground forces and air forces need
more opportunities to operate with one another through regular training and exercises and the
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exchange of officers at various levels of seniority at military institutions. Strengthening their
ability to conduct joint operations is also important. Focusing more on the transfer of defense and
coast guard equipment would be yet another major contribution. Finally, Tokyo and New Delhi
need to pursue an Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement (ACSA), which enables allies and
partners to exchange common types of support like food, fuel, transportation, ammunition, and
equipment. While concluding an ACSA between Japan and India is challenging due to their
different defense equipment platforms, the framework would allow Japanese and Indian forces to
significantly increase their interoperability, enhance operational readiness, and perform costeffective mutual support by reducing logistical burdens. Japan has thus far concluded an ACSA
with the United States and Australia. It is presently negotiating others with the United Kingdom,
Canada, and France.

5.6 Widen Support for Bilateral Cooperation across the Policy Spectrum
While India and Japan are holding summit meetings and vice-minister/secretary-level “2 plus 2”
dialogues regularly, they are still lagging behind on minister-level meetings. Talks need to be
elevated to this level. Furthermore, as the Andaman and Nicobar Islands illustrate, there is a
growing need for Japan and India to link economic development and security issues. Road
building projects in the northeastern Indian border regions of Mizoram, Assam, and Meghalaya
also have strategic significance.103 Therefore, the two countries should hold minister-level “3
plus 3” dialogues that include officials in charge of economic development.
At the other end of the spectrum, people-to-people ties need to be strengthened among
the general public. Tokyo and New Delhi should encourage the Japanese and Indian peoples’
understanding of the strategic importance of their bilateral relationship. In this regard, the JapanIndia Association has played a significant role since 1903. Furthermore, Track 1 and Track 2
dialogues have also increased over time. Prime Ministers Abe and Modi both acknowledge the
importance of these exchanges and cultural connections, including through international study
and educational collaboration. However, there is ample room for improvement. For example,
Japan should provide funds for Japanese universities to hold more English-taught courses in
order to draw more students from overseas, including India as well as other Asia-Pacific
countries. Currently, Indians account for only 0.4 percent of international students studying in
Japan. 104 Tokyo also needs to encourage more Japanese students to study in India. These
measures would enable Japanese and Indians to interact more extensively and exchange views on
issues like the Japan-India security relationship.

6. Conclusion
Today, Japan and India are determined to find synergy between their respective “Free and Open
Indo-Pacific Strategy” and “Act East” policy in order to strengthen the foundation of their
“Special Strategic and Global Partnership.” As Japan seeks to deepen its relationship with India,
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it also needs to encourage the United States to maintain its own presence in the Asia-Pacific
region. Tokyo must ensure that the development of Japan-India relations complements efforts to
reinforce the Japan-U.S. alliance. Although Japan does not have as much political and military
flexibility as India, common threats and strong leadership under Prime Ministers Abe and Modi
have driven Japan and India to strengthen their relationship. The Japan-India partnership faces
both opportunities and challenges that are bilateral, regional, and even global in scope. New
challenges also stem from uncertainty about the Trump administration’s foreign policy.
To maximize their opportunities and overcome remaining obstacles, Japan and India need
to better share their respective perceptions, policy priorities, and strategies on a number of issues.
Specifically, Japan needs to: 1) welcome India to participate more in the NPT regime, 2) take a
dual approach toward China in collaboration with India and other countries, 3) seek a wellbalanced contribution to regional and international issues from India, and 4) widen support for
the relationship across the policy spectrum. This demands that Tokyo and New Delhi hold off on
expeditiously seeking a robust strategic alliance and instead pursue a steady deepening of their
bilateral and multilateral cooperation.
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